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1 Introduction
The experimental study of B meson decays to baryonic nal states has a long history,
including numerous searches and observations by the asymmetric e+e  collider experiments
BaBar and Belle [1]. In recent years the LHCb collaboration reported the rst observation
of a two-body charmless baryonic B+ decay and the rst evidence for a similar B0 decay,
namely B+! p(1520) [2] and B0! pp [3]. No other two-body charmless baryonic B
decay modes have been observed. Their experimental study requires large data samples,
presently only available at the LHC, as baryonic B decays to two-body nal states are
suppressed, with branching fractions typically one to two orders of magnitude lower than
similar baryonic decays to multibody nal states.
Experimental input on the branching fractions of the B+ ! p decay and other
suppressed baryonic decays provides valuable information on the dynamics of the decays of
B mesons to baryonic nal states. The B+! p decay mode is expected to be dominated
by a b ! s loop transition, but tree-level (Vub suppressed) and annihilation diagrams
also contribute. Various theoretical predictions for its branching fraction are available.
Calculations based on QCD sum rules [4] predict a branching fraction smaller than 3 10 6
whereas a pole model [5] and a recent study [6], taking into account the LHCb experimental
result on the B0 ! pp branching fraction [3], both predict a branching fraction around
2 10 7. The violation of partial conservation of the axial-vector current at the GeV scale
has been proposed as an alternative approach to the understanding of the data available on
two-body baryonic decays of B and D+s mesons [7]. It explains the LHCb results on the
B0(s)! pp decay modes [3] and predicts a branching fraction for the B+! p decay of the
order of 10 8.
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The decay B+! p has been searched for by the CLEO [8] and Belle [9] collaborations.
The most stringent experimental upper limit on the B+! p branching fraction is 3:210 7
at 90% condence level, determined by the Belle collaboration using 414 fb 1 of integrated
luminosity from e+e  collisions.
This paper presents a search for the rare decay mode B+! p with the full pp collision
data sample collected in 2011 and 2012 by the LHCb experiment. The branching fraction is
measured with respect to that of the topologically identical B+! K0S+ decay to suppress
common systematic uncertainties. The  baryon is reconstructed in the ! p  nal
state whereas the K0S meson is reconstructed in its K
0
S! +  nal state. The inclusion
of charge-conjugate processes is implied throughout this paper.
2 Detector and data sample
The data sample analysed corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 1 fb 1 at a centre-of-
mass energy of 7 TeV recorded in 2011 and 2 fb 1 at 8 TeV recorded in 2012. The LHCb
detector [10, 11] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range
2 <  < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks. The detector includes
a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the
pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a dipole magnet
with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw
drift tubes placed downstream of the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement
of momentum, p, of charged particles with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at
low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV=c. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex
(PV), the impact parameter (IP), is measured with a resolution of (15+29=pT)m, where pT
is the component of the momentum transverse to the beam, in GeV=c. The dierent types
of charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov
detectors. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identied by a calorimeter system consisting
of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic
calorimeter. Muons are identied by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and
multiwire proportional chambers.
The decays of the V 0 hadrons, namely ! p  and K0S! + , are reconstructed in
two dierent categories: the rst consists of V 0 hadrons that decay early enough for the
daughter particles to be reconstructed in the vertex detector, and the second contains those
that decay later such that track segments cannot be reconstructed in the vertex detector.
These categories are referred to as long and downstream, respectively. The candidates in
the long category have better mass, momentum and vertex resolution than those in the
downstream category.
Events are selected in a similar way for both the B+ ! p signal decay and the
normalisation channel B+! K0S+. The online event selection is performed by a trigger
consisting of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon
systems, followed by a software stage that performs a full event reconstruction, in which
all charged particles with pT > 500 (300) MeV=c are reconstructed for the 2011 (2012) data.
At the hardware trigger stage, events are required to have a muon with high pT or a
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hadron, photon or electron with high transverse energy in the calorimeters. The transverse
energy threshold for hadrons is set at 3.5 GeV. Signal candidates may come from events
where the hardware trigger was activated either by signal particles or by other particles
in the event. The proportion of events triggered by other particles in the event is found
to be very similar between the signal and the normalisation decay modes in both long
and downstream samples. The software trigger requires a two- or three-track secondary
vertex with a signicant displacement from the primary pp interaction vertices. At least one
charged particle must have pT > 1:7 GeV=c and be inconsistent with originating from a PV.
A multivariate algorithm [12] is used for the identication of secondary vertices consistent
with the decay of a b hadron to a nal state of two or more particles.
The eciency of the software trigger selection on both decay modes varied during the
data-taking period. During the 2011 data taking, downstream tracks were not reconstructed
in the software trigger. Such tracks were included in the trigger during the 2012 data
taking and a further signicant improvement in the algorithms was implemented mid-year.
Consequently, the data are subdivided into three data-taking periods (2011, 2012a and
2012b) in addition to the two V 0 reconstruction categories (long and downstream). The
2012b sample has the highest trigger eciency, especially in the downstream category, and
is also the largest data set, corresponding to 1.4 fb 1 of integrated luminosity.
Simulated data samples are used to study the response of the detector and to investigate
possible sources of background to the signal and the normalisation modes. The pp collisions
are generated using Pythia [13, 14] with a specic LHCb conguration [15]. Decays of
hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [16], in which nal-state radiation is generated
using Photos [17]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its
response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [18, 19] as described in ref. [20].
3 Sample selection and composition
The selection consists of two stages, a preselection with high eciency for the signal
decays, followed by a multivariate classier. The selection requirements of both signal and
normalisation decays exploit the characteristic topology and kinematic properties of two-
body decays to nal states containing a V 0 hadron. The B+ candidates are reconstructed
by combining, in a good-quality vertex, a V 0 candidate with a charged particle hereafter
referred to as the bachelor particle. Both the B+! p and the B+! K0S+ decay chains
are retted [21] using the known  or K0S mass [22]. The resulting B
+ invariant-mass
resolutions are improved and nearly identical for the long and downstream V 0 candidates.
The long and downstream samples are thus merged after full selection, thereby simplifying
the extraction of the signal yields.
A minimum pT requirement is imposed for all nal-state particles. The V
0 decay
products must have a large IP with respect to all PVs; hence a minimum 2IP with respect
to the PVs is imposed on each decay product, where 2IP is dened as the dierence between
the vertex-t 2 of a PV reconstructed with and without the track in question. The V 0
decay products are also required to form a good quality vertex. The V 0 candidate is
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associated to the PV that gives the smallest 2IP. The selection favours long-lived V
0 decays
by requiring that the decay vertex and the associated PV are well separated.
The  decay products must satisfy jm(p)  mj < 20(15) MeV=c2 for downstream
(long) candidates, where m is the known  mass [22]. The corresponding criterion for
the K0S decay products is jm()  mK0S j < 30(15) MeV=c
2, where mK0S
is the known K0S
mass [22].
The B+ candidate is required to have a small 2IP with respect to the associated PV as
its reconstructed momentum vector should point to its production vertex. This pointing
condition of the B+ candidate is further reinforced by requiring that the angle between the
B+ candidate momentum vector and the line connecting the associated PV and the B+
decay vertex (B+ direction angle) is close to zero.
To avoid selection biases, p candidates with invariant mass within 64 MeV=c2 (ap-
proximately four times the mass resolution) around the known B+ mass are not examined
until all analysis choices are nalised. No such procedure is applied to the spectrum of the
well-known B+! K0S+ decay. The nal selections of p and K0S+ candidates rely on
articial neural networks [23], multilayer perceptrons (MLPs), as multivariate classiers
to separate signal from background; the MLP implementation is provided by the TMVA
toolkit [24].
Separate MLPs are employed for the p and the K0S
+ selection. The MLPs are
trained with simulated samples to represent the signals and with data from the high-mass
sideband in the range 5350{6420 MeV=c2 for the background, to avoid partially reconstructed
backgrounds. For the well-known K0S
+ spectra both low- and high-mass sidebands are
used. The training and selection is performed separately for each period of data taking (the
2012a and 2012b samples are merged) and for downstream and long samples. Optimisation
biases are avoided by splitting each of these samples into three disjoint subsamples: each
MLP is trained on a dierent subsample in such a way that events used to train one MLP
are classied with another. The response of the MLPs is uncorrelated with the mass of
the p and K0S
+ nal states. The MLP training relies on an accurate description of the
distributions of the input variables in simulated events. The agreement between data and
simulation is veried with kinematic distributions from B+! K0S+ decays, where the
combinatorial background in the invariant mass spectrum is statistically suppressed using
the sPlot technique [25]. No signicant deviations are found, giving condence that the
inputs to the MLPs represent the data reliably. The variables used in the MLP classiers
are properties of the B+ candidate and of the bachelor particle and V 0 daughters. The
input variables are the following: the 2 per degree of freedom of the kinematic t of the
decay chain; the B+ decay length, 2IP and direction angle; the dierence between the
z-positions of the B+ and the V 0 decay vertices divided by its uncertainty squared; the
bachelor particle pT; and the pT of the V
0 decay products. Extra variables are exploited in
the selection of the long samples: the 2IP of the bachelor particle and of both V
0 decay
products.
In addition to the MLP selection, particle identication (PID) requirements are necessary
to reject sources of background coming from B decays. A loose PID requirement is imposed
on the V 0 daughters, exploiting information from the ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors, to
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remove background from K0S () decays in the p (K
0
S
+) samples. The PID selection on
the bachelor particle is optimised together with the MLP selection as follows. The gure
of merit sig=(a=2 +
p
Bexp) suggested in ref. [26] is used to determine the optimal MLP
and PID requirements for each B+! p subsample separately, where sig represents the
combined MLP and PID selection eciency. The term a = 3 quanties the target level of
signicance in units of standard deviations. The expected number of background candidates,
Bexp, within the (initially excluded) signal region is estimated by extrapolating the result
of a t to the invariant mass distribution of the data sidebands. A standard signicance
S=
p
S +B is used to optimise the selection of the B+! K0S+ candidates, where B is the
number of background candidates and S the number of signal candidates in the invariant
mass range 5000  5600 MeV=c2. The presence of the cross-feed background B+! K0SK+
is taken into account. The fraction of events with more than one selected candidate is
negligible; all candidates are kept.
Eciencies are determined for each data-taking period and each V 0 reconstruction
category, and subsequently combined accounting for the mixture of these subsamples in
data. The eciency of the MLP selection is determined from simulation. Large data
control samples of D0 ! K +, ! p  and +c ! pK + decays are employed [27]
to determine the eciency of the PID requirements. All other selection eciencies, i.e.
trigger, reconstruction and preselection eciencies, are determined from simulation. The
overall selection eciencies of this analysis are of order 10 4. The expected yield of the
control mode B+! K0S+, calculated from the product of the integrated luminosity, the bb
cross-section, the b hadronisation probability, the B+! K0S+ visible branching fraction
and the total selection eciency, agrees with the yield obtained from the t to the data at
the level of 1.4 standard deviations.
Possible sources of non-combinatorial background to the p and K0S
+ spectra are
investigated using extensive simulation samples. These sources include partially recon-
structed backgrounds in which one or more particles from the decay of a b hadron are
not associated with the signal candidate, and b-hadron decays where one or more decay
products are misidentied, such as decays with K0S mesons misidentied as  baryons in
the p spectrum. The peaking background from B+! pp+ decays in the p spectrum
is found to be insignicant after the MLP selection. The currently unobserved B+! p0
decay is treated as a source of systematic uncertainty. The ensemble of specic backgrounds
does not peak in the signal region but rather contributes a smooth p mass spectrum,
which is indistinguishable from the dominant combinatorial background.
4 Signal yield determination
The yields of the signal and background candidates in both the signal and normalisation
samples are determined, after the full selection, using unbinned extended maximum likelihood
ts to the invariant mass spectra. The signal lineshapes are found to be compatible between
the data-taking periods and between the long and downstream categories, so all subsamples
are merged together into a single spectrum.
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Figure 1. Invariant mass distribution of p candidates after full selection. The result of the t to
the data (blue, solid) is shown together with each t model component, namely the B+! p signal
and the combinatorial background.
The probability density functions (PDFs) of B-meson signals have asymmetric tails
that result from a combination of detector-related eects and eects of nal-state radiation.
The signal mass distributions are veried in simulation to be modelled accurately by the
sum of two Crystal Ball (CB) functions [28] describing the high- and low-mass asymmetric
tails. The peak values and the core widths of the two CB components are set to be the
same.
The p spectrum comprises the B+ ! p signal and combinatorial background.
Contamination from partially reconstructed backgrounds, with or without misidentied
particles, is treated as a source of systematic uncertainty. The peak position and tail
parameters of the B+! p CB components are xed to the values obtained from simulation.
The core width parameter, also xed, is obtained by multiplying the value from simulation
by a scaling factor to account for dierences in the resolution between data and simulation.
This factor, determined from the B+! K0S+ data and simulation samples, is compatible
with unity (1:01 0:06) and gives a width of approximately 16 MeV=c2. The invariant mass
distribution of the combinatorial background is described by an exponential function, with
the slope parameter determined from the t.
The t to the p invariant mass distribution, presented in gure 1, determines three
parameters: two yields and the slope of the combinatorial background model. An excess of
B+! p candidates with respect to background expectations is found, corresponding to a
signal yield of N(B+! p) = 13:0+5:1 4:3, where the uncertainties, obtained from a prole
likelihood scan, are statistical only.
The statistical signicance of the B+! p signal is determined with a large set of
samples simulated assuming the presence of background only. For each simulated sample,
a number of events distributed according to the exponential model of the background is
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Figure 2. Invariant mass distribution of K0S
+ candidates after full selection. The result of the t
to the data (blue, solid) is shown together with each t model component, namely the B+! K0S+
signal, the B0(s)! K0Sh+h
0  partially reconstructed background, and the combinatorial background.
The vanishingly small B+! K0SK+ misidentied cross-feed is not displayed.
drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean equal to the number of observed background
events. For each sample, the log-likelihood ratio 2 ln(LS+B=LB) is computed, where LS+B
and LB are the likelihoods from the full t and from the t without the signal component,
respectively. The fraction of samples that yield log-likelihood ratios larger than the ratio
observed in data is 3:4 10 5, which corresponds to a statistical signicance of 4.1 standard
deviations. Inclusion of the 6.7% systematic uncertainty aecting the signal yield gives only
a marginal change in the signal signicance.
The K0S
+ mass spectrum of the normalisation decay is described as the sum of com-
ponents accounting for the B+! K0S+ signal, the B+! K0SK+ misidentied background,
backgrounds from partially reconstructed B0(s)! K0Sh+h
0  decays (h(0) = ;K), and com-
binatorial background. Any contamination from other decays is treated as a source of
systematic uncertainty.
The B+! K0Sh+ CB tail parameters and the relative normalisation of the two CB
functions are xed to the values obtained from simulation. The mean and the width
(approximately 17 MeV=c2) of the B+! K0S+ peak are allowed to vary in the t to the
data, whilst they are xed for the very small B+! K0SK+ peak contribution. The mean of
the B+! K0SK+ peak, around 5240 MeV=c2, is xed using the mass dierence between the
B+! K0SK+ and B+! K0S+ peaks obtained from simulation. The B+! K0SK+ yield is
Gaussian constrained using the B+! K0S+ yield, taking into account the dierences in
branching fraction and selection eciency.
The partially reconstructed backgrounds that populate the lower-mass sideband are
assumed to arise from the B0(s)! K0Sh+h
0  decay modes with the largest branching fractions,
namely B0 ! K0S+ , B0 ! K0SK+K , B0s ! K0S+  and B0s ! K0SK [29].
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Source Value [%]
B+! p B+! K0S+
B(B+! K0S+) | 3.2
Trigger eciencies ratio 3.5 |
Selection eciencies ratio 2.2 |
PID uncertainties 1.2 3.5
Tracking eciencies ratio 6.0 |
Yields from mass ts 6.7 3.0
Simulation statistics 1.7 3.3
Total 10.1 6.5
Table 1. Summary of systematic uncertainties relative to the measured B+! p branching fraction.
The contributions are split into those that come from the signal decay and those that come from the
normalisation decay. The total corresponds to the sum of all contributions added in quadrature.
Only B0 ! K0S+ , B0s ! K0S+  and B0s ! K0SK are considered given that
B0! K0SK+K  is further suppressed because of a low kaon-to-pion misidentication
probability. The overall shape of the B0(s)! K0Sh+h
0  decay modes in the K0S+ mass
spectrum is obtained from simulation accounting for the relative yields related to dierent
B-meson fragmentation probabilities, selection eciencies and branching fractions. The
invariant mass distribution of the combinatorial background is described by an exponential
function, with the slope parameter determined from the mass t.
The resulting spectrum shows a prominent B+! K0S+ peak above little combinatorial
and partially reconstructed background. The t to the K0S
+ spectrum, presented in
gure 2, determines seven parameters: three shape parameters and four yields. The signal
yield obtained is N(B+! K0S+) = 930 34, where the uncertainty is statistical only.
5 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties are reduced by performing the branching fraction measurement
relative to a decay mode topologically identical to the decay of interest. Uncertainties arise
from imperfect knowledge of the selection eciencies, systematic uncertainties on the tted
yields, and uncertainties on the branching fractions of decays involved in the calculation of
the B+! p branching fraction. The systematic uncertainties assigned to the measurement
of the B+! p branching fraction are summarised in table 1.
The uncertainty on the branching fraction of the normalisation channel,
B(B+! K0S+) = (11:895 0:375) 10 6 [30] (assuming that half of the K0 mesons decay
as a K0S ), is taken as a systematic uncertainty. The uncertainties on the branching fractions
B(! p ) = (63:9 0:5)% and B(K0S! + ) = (69:20 0:05)% are accounted for, but
omitted from the table as they are negligible compared to all other sources of systematic
uncertainty.
The determination of the selection eciencies entails several sources of systematic
uncertainty. A systematic uncertainty is assigned to take into account possible dierences
in the trigger eciencies between data and simulation, following the procedure and studies
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described in ref. [31]. The B+! K0S+ mode is used as a proxy for the assessment of the
systematic uncertainties related to the MLP selection. Distributions for the B+! K0S+
MLP input variables are obtained from data using the sPlot technique. The distributions
from simulation showing the largest discrepancies are weighted to match those of the data.
The selection eciencies are recalculated with the same MLPs, but using the weighted
distributions, to derive the variations in eciency, and hence the systematic uncertainty on
the selection. The uncertainty associated with the imperfect knowledge of PID selection
eciencies is assessed varying the binning of the PID control samples in track momentum
and pseudorapidity, and also accounting for a dependence of the eciency on the event
track multiplicity after weighting the distribution of the latter to match that of the data.
The two uncertainties are combined in quadrature.
The signal decay has two baryons in the nal state whilst only mesons are present in the
nal state of the normalisation channel. Tracking eciency uncertainties do not cancel fully
in this instance. The degree to which the simulation describes the hadronic interactions
with the material is less accurate for baryons than it is for mesons. A systematic uncertainty
of 4% per proton is estimated whereas the corresponding uncertainty is 1.5% for pions and
kaons [32]. A non-negligible systematic uncertainty on the tracking eciencies as calculated
from simulation, including correlations, results from these sources of uncertainty.
Systematic uncertainties on the t yields arise from potential mismodelling of the t
components and from the uncertainties on the values of the parameters xed in the ts.
They are investigated using data and by studying a large number of simulated data samples,
with parameters varying within their estimated uncertainties. Changing the combinatorial
background model to a linear shape decreases the signal yield by 4.6%, with no signicant
eect on the signal signicance and the nal result. Possible contamination from the
unobserved decay B+! p0 is studied by adding such a component. The tted B+! p0
yield is found to be compatible with zero, and the shift in the B+! p yield with respect
to the nominal yield is taken as a systematic uncertainty.
The nite size of the simulation samples used in the analysis further contributes as
a source of systematic uncertainty. The total systematic uncertainty on the B+! p
branching fraction is given by the sum of all contributions added in quadrature, amounting
to 12.0%.
6 Results and conclusion
The B+ ! p branching fraction is determined relative to that of the B+ ! K0S+
normalisation channel according to
B(B+! p) = N(B
+! p)
N(B+! K0S+)
B+!K0S+
B+!p
B(K0S! + )
B(! p ) B(B
+! K0S+) ;
where N represent the yields determined from the mass ts and  are the selection eciencies.
It is measured to be
B(B+! p) = (2:4+1:0 0:8  0:3) 10 7 ;
where the rst uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic.
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In summary, a search is reported for the rare two-body charmless baryonic decay
B+! p using a pp collision data sample collected by the LHCb experiment at centre-of-
mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3 fb 1. An excess
of B+! p candidates with respect to background expectations is found with a statistical
signicance of 4.1 standard deviations. This is the rst evidence for this decay process.
The measured branching fraction is compatible with the theoretical predictions in
refs. [5, 6] but is in tension with calculations based on QCD sum rules [4] and calculations
based on factorisation with the hypothesis of the violation of partial conservation of the
axial-vector current at the GeV scale [7]. It helps shed light on an area of hadronic physics
in which experimental input is needed, namely the study of the mechanisms responsible for
decays of B mesons to baryonic nal states.
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